
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WELCOME TO “Living with Ease with a Dis-Ease” 
I am so glad that you downloaded this ebook.  This journey of mine ends on a note of 
gratitude.  I am grateful for my awesome husband, Mike, and my beautiful daughter, 

Cristiana, for they have been with me on this journey and have been my best 
cheerleaders along the way.  I am deeply grateful for my dear friend Heidi Hackett who 
has a wonderful gift for writing.  I, myself, love to talk and teach.  Heidi, from the day I 
met her, has had a way of taking my stories and re-writing them to be fun, upbeat and 

humorous.  I encourage you to read this book with my voice and her words.  The two of 
us want nothing more for you but to feel our love radiate to you and have you follow 

your path of wellness, purpose and abundance, with Joy, Laughter and Fun.  Because if 
it can’t be fun, who wants to do it?  So read on to unravel this crazy mysterious story of 

a body that is attacking itself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Why I Am Reaching Out To Those With Autoimmune Diseases 
When I first heard the word ‘autoimmune’ to describe the mysterious, debilitating, chronic symptoms 
I had endured for years, I thought, ‘Eureka! Finally, after all this time, the mystery is solved, and they 
have figured out what is wrong with me. I have an autoimmune disease! And now that we know what 
it is, we can fix it. So, what’s the cure, doc?’ 
“Umm,” said the doctor, “there are no cures for autoimmune diseases. We can relieve the symptoms, 
but your body is basically attacking itself, and we don’t know why.” 
 
What?! My body is attacking itself? I am my own enemy? I am the cause of my disease? 

 
And so what I thought was the end of my journey (a diagnosis, to be followed by a cure), was really 
just the beginning of my journey – my quest to find out why; to solve this mystery and get my body 
back on my team! 
 
And that journey – from full-blown autoimmune symptoms to lasting remission – was a long, 
confusing, twisted path. At times hopeful, but more often dominated by misdiagnoses, ill-informed 
advice, dire warnings, confusing jargon, desperation, drug cocktails, infusions, weekly treks to 
specialists, dubious therapies, and, above all – no real relief and ever-present and ever-worsening 
symptoms. 
 
In 2010, I reached my lowest point –crippled with autoimmune symptoms, and at the end of my rope.  
I went to my gynecologist with some new ovarian symptoms and was told I probably have a rare form 
of cancer.  As crazy as this sounds, after years of mysterious symptoms, I prayed that the test would be 
positive for this cancer. Why? Because then at least my enemy would have a name, and I could fight it! 
When the test came back negative, I felt both relief and disappointment.  I was so emotionally 
confused, and finally I said, ‘No More!’  I set off – on my personal quest for some answers.  I asked my 
husband to trust me as I threw all the prescriptions down the drain and became determined to start 
with a clean slate.  --Myself!  I dove in to MOUNTAINS of research – from Western-based chemical 
solutions, lifestyle change, food solutions, meditation, shamanism and everything in between. It was 
working; I was on my way, and I found the solution for me.  Fingers Crossed! 
 
I went down this road out of desperation, and was rewarded with a vibrant state of wellness. 
 
The process I learned is worth sharing, and the knowledge and skills I gained along the way can apply 
to any autoimmune disease, including yours and anyone else just looking to live with ease. 
 
My goal is that nobody else in this world will ever again have to go through the journey that I did to 
achieve mastery over ‘autoimmune’ symptoms. My journey was often one of confusion, overwhelm, 
pain, sadness, isolation, ridicule, false paths, self-doubt, and hopelessness. If you have been living with 
autoimmune symptoms and some of these words resonate with you, I want you to shortcut this long 
and tortuous journey. I want to give hope and a voice to those who suffer in silence. 
 
I built a new road to wellness; I want to steer everyone onto my road – no more ping-ponging from 
one specialist to another, no more exotic prescriptions, clinical trials, debilitating side effects, 
managing and hiding symptoms, and bottles falling out of your overstuffed medicine cabinet. 
 



I am not a doctor. I am a mother, wife, and now a certified transformation holistic coach with a 
passion to serve others to achieve wellness, discover their purpose, and provide a feeling of 
abundance.  In my past, I have been an Inner City School teacher, art gallery owner, an enabler, a fixer, 
do good-er and autoimmune sufferer. 
 
My journey as an autoimmune dis-ease sufferer began when I decided to go off my soul path. I wish I 
knew then what I know now.  But, looking back, I believe that my life path detour was created so that I 
could share with you what I have learned, so that you and other fellow sufferers can easily get back on 
your life path to wellness. 
 
I simply knew that I was not destined to live a life of pain, discomfort, and dis-ease.  I worked hard to 
find what was causing all this in my body.  I was on a quest to gain control of my body again and make 
it work to its optimal self.  Along the way, I uncovered some amazing insights into how our bodies 
work – how the different components that make up each one of us – Body, Awareness, Movement, 
and Spirit (I call them our BAMS) – work together to achieve a healthy balance.  Again I will state, I 
vowed to never let another man or woman go through this dis-ease alone.  That is why this book is 
written, as a service to you. 
 

Facts and Myths 
 
Myth #1: Your body is attacking itself. 
Your body is beautifully designed by our creator with one thing in mind - to PROTECT ITSELF!  When 
you take a moment to think about this, you can see where this disconnect comes from when doctors 
tell you your body is doing the opposite of that – that it’s actually attacking!  You can see how 
disheartening it is to imagine your body so angry that it attacks you! 
 
Fact: Your symptoms, although they may be painful, are in fact evidence that your body is indeed 
protecting you - that is how it was designed by our creator.  Simply put, your symptoms are signals 
from your body. Your body is communicating to you that something is wrong, and that you must take 
steps to fix the situation. What we will unravel here is: What is it protecting you from? What is it 
trying to tell you?  Only then can we move forward with making the right changes that eliminate the 
signals. We will also learn how to feel gratitude for our unique bodies, instead of sending a signal of 
self-hate or dis-ease. 
 
Myth #2: Chronic autoimmune symptoms can be healed with pharmacology. 
In fact there is no prescription drug on the market to this day that can cure autoimmune diseases.  
Prescription drugs treat the symptoms, period. They do not eliminate or address the root cause of 
your symptoms. Now, prescription medications do have their place. If they lessen your symptoms, 
they can help give you the time you need to focus on the real issue - healing. 
 
Fact: First, I am stating that I do believe in western medicines; they have a place in this world.  If my 
arm was broken, I would race to the nearest doctor or hospital for repair.  But for autoimmune 
symptoms, doctors rely too much on textbook theories; they administer the same protocols to dozens, 
or hundreds of people. But autoimmune dis-ease remedies simply cannot be textbook, as no two 
bodies are identical; each body has developed as a unique self, and therefore each healing process 



and procedure must also be unique.  Ultimately, it is the body itself that is the best facilitator of 
healing! 
 
 
Myth #3: Autoimmune conditions are hereditary. 
Let’s clear this up right here: You DO NOT have to develop autoimmune symptoms just because your 
parents did.  Let’s reiterate: Your body is uniquely made for you; there is no other like it.  At the time 
of conception, God put all the pieces together.  And you agreed to this plan. He vowed never to leave 
you alone. Your unique body belongs to you alone; your parents have their own paths. 
 
Fact: There are a few inherited diseases that express with autoimmune-type symptoms, but the 
majority are NOT the typical, common autoimmune dis-eases of today – Hoshimotos, Fibromyalgia, 
Rheumatoid Arthritis, and Ulcerative Colitis, to name a few.  YES, you may develop an autoimmune 
condition if your parent or grandparent had one. However, it is not necessarily due to anything 
inherited on DNA; rather it is because the story that you are told for years gets embedded on a cellular 
level and cells have memory! 
 
As an example, if for years you have heard your mother say, ‘oh my joints hurt. I am so tired, I just 
can’t go on. My Fibromyalgia is acting up. I need to rest. I hope you don’t need to struggle with this 
your whole life like me, but you probably will, ‘ then when you have an ache or a pain, your brain will 
pull out this story so that it can make sense of your pain: ‘oh yeah, this must be my Fibromyalgia 
starting up…I knew it!’ Do you see? Because of these early stories, your brain was already anticipating 
Fibromyalgia! As a protection, it was already on the lookout for it, waiting, waiting, and then, suddenly, 
there it is, and your brain begins to make it so.  Some people choose to stay in their story and replay it 
for their whole lives and buy into it.   But if you are reading this, then chances are you are choosing to 
change your story. 
*Side note: The story can also be from a trauma.  But, more about that in my bigger version of this 
book. 
 
Take a moment to absorb all this and get quiet and still.  What is that story you are replaying?  Say it 
out loud, or write it. As you read the words, put your hand to where you feel the story in your body. 
 
Where Do You Feel Story In The Body? 
This will help answer some questions. 
 
Arm Pain: What am I holding onto or embracing that needs to be released? 

 
Back Pain: Who or what is causing me to bear an undue burden? 

 
Digestive Problems: What ideas, beliefs or experiences am I having trouble digesting? 

 
Eye Pain/Problems: What needs to be seen that I’ve ignored? 

 
Fatigue: What in life is wearing me out and making me sleep or shut off? 

 
Hearing/Ear Infections: What am I not hearing that must be heard? 

 



Leg Pain/Cramps: In what ways am I not standing on my own two legs? 

 
Lung Problems/Shortness of Breath: How am I struggling to breathe in life and experience? 

 
Neck Pain: Who or what is being a pain in the neck? 

 
Ovarian Problems: What am I longing to create that I haven’t, or what have I created in my life that I 
wish to move away from? 

 
Being Overweight: What do I fear most, and how am I surrounding myself with layers to protect me 
from what I fear? 

 
Being Underweight: How is my boundary between myself and the world around me in need of 
development and strengthening? 

 
Throat/Thyroid Problems: What am I not speaking the truth about? 

 
DID YOU GET CURIOUS?! 
 
There is no doubt that our bodies and brain are an intensely connected, computer-like system that we 
rarely tap into.  People say things like, ‘What is your gut feeling about that?,’ but we are really not 
taught to listen to, or to value, what our gut is really saying.  But gut wisdom is the best doctor out 
there…the only doctor, in fact, that is out there for you.  Tap into it and really listen. I bet you might be 
able to start getting some thoughts on healing answers already. If not though, no worries. I am going 
to teach you to listen in the right way, and together, we will hear at last what your body is trying to say. 
 
What to do next? Practice meditation, getting quiet and look for a coach who will have the right 
Learning System, Support and Accountability. 
 
I would love to be this coach for you, a coach who will help you through the necessary steps, a coach 
who will hold you accountable to become the highest version of yourself. 
 
Does it sound hard? Overwhelming? Let me tell you, if you have made it to the end of this book, you 
are really already halfway to finding the true, happy, joyful, peaceful version of yourself.  In reaching 
the end of this book, you already have shown the first step: Curiosity. 
 
Curiosity is the first step on the path to wellness, but your journey has just begun. I want you to 
explore, to get curious about the way your Body, Awareness, Movement, and Spirit all inter-relate to 
create your day-to-day unique self. So my gift to you is a FREE 1-hour, one-on-one Discovery Session 
with me.  I will show you how I will set you up for inevitable success.  Each and every one of us came 
here with a life purpose.  Let's get you on this path to Wellness, Purpose and Abundance.  I am here to 
be of service to you. 
 
Don’t let this book end here. It is no accident that you have read this far; you are ready to get curious 
about your symptoms and their real causes, and to find the way to lifetime wellness. Start your NEW 
story today. 
 



Book your FREE 1-hour, one-on-one Discovery Session now: 
Call or text 732-687-2459 
email: nancecoach4u@gmail.com 

 
Let Heidi write your story. 
Call or text 812-573-1015 
Email: hhmom24@comcast.net 
 
Don’t let this book end here. It is no accident that you have read this far; you are ready to get curious 
about your symptoms and their real causes, and to find the way to lifetime wellness. Start your NEW 
story today. 
 
 
 
 
**Disclosure - All material written here is from my own experiences and is in no way intended to 
diagnose, treat or cure.  I am not encouraging you to stop your current medical treatment, nor am I 
saying I do not believe in western medicine.  I am simply telling my story to be of support to other 
individuals confused by autoimmune.  Life is made of choices.  Are you ready for the choice of 
CURIOSITY? 
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